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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Drunker than a skunk
By Dennis Malak
Staff writer
Students who attended the
Health Education Resource
Center’s presentation, “Drunk as a
Skunk,Three Sheets to the Wind,”
Monday night learned what to do
when they come in from a night
out and discover a roommate
passed out from drinking.
Eric Davidson, assistant direc-
tor for health education and pro-
motion, gave the presentation. He
said if confronted with that situa-
tion, one should begin a series of
steps that includes trying to wake
the person and checking to see if
his or her skin is pale, cold and
clammy.
If the person experiences any of
the later signs, someone should call
for help, Davison said.
“If there is any question, any
time, it is better to be safe than
sorry,” he said.
Davidson began the presenta-
tion by selecting five students and
creating hypothetical, personal
relationships and situations involv-
ing alcohol consumption around
them.
Davidson said students reacted
like most underage drinkers in that
situation would—they did every-
thing they could to help except call
for assistance, in order to prevent
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If a person wont wake up after passing out, their skin is very pale, and if they have could and
clammy skin, they could have alcohol poisoning, said Eric Davidson on Monday night during
the Drunk as a Skunk, Three Sheets to the Wind  workshop. Students were asked to act out a
scenario where a typical first year freshman engages in binge drinking in the
Charleston/Mattoon room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
105 cited
for alcohol
violations
Workshop teaches
students how to
help those with
alcohol poisoning
Staff report
During the weekend 105 people were cited by the
Charleston Police Department, Eastern Police
Department and the Coles County Sheriff ’s
Department said Lt. Mark Jenkins of the Charleston
Police Department.
Citations were made for illegal sale of alcohol with-
out a license, consumption of alcohol by a minor,
obstructing a peace officer, possession of a keg without
a permit and purchase of alcohol by a minor.
Four parties were raided by police officials. Police
released reports on Monday on three of the parties
including a party in the 1600 block of Ninth Street,
another in the 900 block of Edgar Avenue and arrests
at a party in the 1400 block of Seventh Street.
Jenkins said the arrests were unrelated to the Project
21 campaign recently discussed among bar owners and
city officials.
“It was an operation aimed at illegal sale of alcohol
in Charleston.”
Police made the arrests at four separate residences in
order to curb house parties and illegal sale of alcohol.
“They (reports) weren’t called in, we saw them on
patrol,” Jenkins said.
As for the number of 105 arrests related to alcohol,
Jenkins said that many arrests is an unusually high
number.
“We were assisted by Eastern police and the Coles
County Sheriff ’s Department.”
Jenkins said that while the majority of citations were
for consumption of alcohol by a minor,police were only
looking for the illegal sale of alcohol.
Names of those arrested and cited will be printed in
the police blotter on Page 2 as police reports are made
available.
Candidate stresses
technology’s impact
By Adam Switzer
Staff writer
The first candidate for the new position of asso-
ciate vice president for academic affairs for tech-
nology stressed the importance of faculty in devel-
oping online courses in his interview with mem-
bers of university councils and senates Monday
afternoon.
“It is critically important for faculty to learn
enough about computer technology classes to have
an intelligent voice,” said Glenn S. Everett, direc-
tor of the Instructional Technology Center at the
University of Tennessee-Martin and the first of
three candidates for the position.
Everett also said faculty are responsible for the
spread of university involvement in technology.
“From my experience, word-of-mouth among fac-
ulty is the best way for other faculty to get
involved.”
From dining center to study lounge?
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Brooke Untersee, a physical education grad student,
studies for a physics midterm in the 24-hour study
lounge Sunday afternoon.
By Jamie Fetty
Student government editor 
In recent weeks, the Student
Senate has tossed around the idea of
converting Pemberton Hall’s now-
vacant dining center into a study
lounge.
Senate member Mace Boshart
first brought up the idea at Student
Senate’s Sept. 19 meeting.
“The reason I thought would be
a good idea is simply because a lot of
people were disappointed that
Pemberton dining closed. Why not
use space rather than leaving it
empty?” Boshart said.
Boshart and Senate Secretary
Diana Montgomery, a Pemberton
resident, brought the idea up at the
Residence Hall Association’s Sept.
20 meeting.
“They didn’t see any down points
to it, but it hasn’t been looked at too
seriously yet,” Boshart said.
Pemberton Parliament, their hall
council, tabled discussion of the idea
at their Monday night meeting to
figure out the specifics of how a
study lounge would run.
“We’re really wondering about
the logistics of it,” Montgomery
said. Montgomery is also the
Parliament president.
The proposal was made “in pass-
ing,” Montgomery said, and many
details are still being worked out.
“If we open it up to the public, I
definitely wouldn’t want it open
late,” said senior special education
major Julie Land, expressing con-
cerns about a stream of traffic
through Pemberton at all hours.
Montgomery said that
Pemberton has plenty of other study
place in lounges and alcoves and the
100 or so residents don’t really need
another study lounge.
“We already have a study lounge,
Hopeful for new associate vice president
discusses importance of online classes
Police claim four party raids
unrelated to state’s Project 21
See SKUNK Page 7
See PEMBERTON Page 7See CANDIDATE Page 7
New option considered for Pemberton’s vacant space
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Students get academic direction
By Jenny Johnson
Staff writer
Students with undecided majors
received information and guidance
on a variety of majors Monday
evening at the “Directions” work-
shop, sponsored by the Academic
Advising Center.
Thirteen students from Eastern
discussed their areas of study rang-
ing from African American studies
to school psychology. The student
panel explained how they chose
their majors, what they enjoyed
about their classes and what they
plan on doing with their education
in the future.
Ryan Gibson, a junior computer
information systems major, dis-
cussed the benefits of his computer
focus. Gibson said he views his
small class sizes and group projects
as helpful for success within this
field.
“A person interested in this
major must be able to think logics
and be a good problem solver,”
Gibson said. He also said he plans
on completing a masters degree.
Stella Link, a junior English
major, said she chose her area of
study because she is passionate
about writing. The writing and
reading is challenging, but the
teachers are helpful, Link said. She
said her goal is to work within pub-
lishing.
All the members of the panel
advised students about choosing
the right major based on their
interests.
Kellee Okerstrom, a senior
health studies major, said, “Be
patient with what you are doing,
and stick with what you want to do
and not what others are telling you
to do.”
One student said she left the
workshop with a new view on her
major. Lindsey Nawojski said she
decided to change her major to
English after listening to the speak-
ers.
“Everyone gave good explana-
tions and a variety of information
about their fields,” Nawojski said.
She was encouraged to follow her
heart and not to allow anyone else
to influence her decision, she said.
The “Directions” workshop has
been held once a semester for the
past three years, said Jennifer Reed-
Lewis, one of the organizers of the
event.
Reed-Lewis said the advising
center wants to help the 20 to 25
percent of undecided majors on this
campus.
“We put our heads together to
reach out and give students a start-
ing point,” she said.
forecast
three-day
today
Lecture to discuss Latin American author
By Kelly Krueger
Staff writer
A lecture today will teach peo-
ple about the life and latest novels
of a famous Latin American
author.
Karen Taylor, assistant Spanish
professor, will present a lecture
about Isabel
Allende at 3 p.m. today in the
Sullivan Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The lecture, titled “Isabel
Allende: New Directions,” will be
about her life and her two latest
novels, Taylor said. Allende has
written many novels, including
“The House of Spirits” and “A
Portrait in Sepia,” Taylor said.
“Anyone who loves to read and
who loves a good book should
come,” she said.
This lecture is being held to
support the Latino Heritage
Celebration in which lectures, plays
and films are shown all over the
world to recognize the Latino cul-
ture and the achievements of the
Latino people, Taylor said.
Taylor said she chose to speak
about Allende because she is popu-
lar and is one of the best selling
authors in the world.
Taylor also will talk about
Allende’s life in Chile and her new
life in California, she said.
Because of her upbringing,
Allende writes a lot about Chile
history and culture, Taylor said.
“She writes novels with such
strong, interesting characters, and
her stories are full of action, culture
and love.”
Video segments also will be
shown about Allende’s life and
work, Taylor said.
The presentation will be beneficial
to anyone interested in the history
and culture of Latin America, she
said.
Admission is free, and the event
is open to students, faculty, staff
and the general public.
Amanda Douglass / Senior photographer
Directions  were discussed by 13 different Eastern students on Monday night. Don t let people s attitudes
make you change your mind about what you want to do,  said Kylee Strohm, a career and technology education
major, in the Tuscola/Arcola room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Sunday
Saturday
Friday
Thursday
Wednesday
82˚
53°
sunny
77˚
47°
sunny
54°
32°
Mostly 
sunny
62°
34°
Mostly 
sunny
63°
35°
partly
cloudy
67°
41°
partly
cloudy
She writes novels with such
strong, interesting charac-
ters, and her stories are full
of action, culture and cul-
ture of Latin America.
Karen Taylor,
Spanish professor
“
”
The Daily Eastern News Online has an archive of all
past stories. Log on to thedailyeasternnews.com
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Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
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PICTURE AND MESSAGE
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Tommy Boy
Homecoming
kicks off today
By Rachel Sefton
Staff writer
Homecoming events will kick off
today with Homecoming Court elec-
tions and window painting.
Voting for the Homecoming
Court will take place from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. today and Wednesday at
booths in Coleman Hall, Carman
Hall and the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union walkway, Shara
Koch, Homecoming Coordinator,
said.
This year, about 50 candidates
representing Recognized Student
Organizations will be on the ballot,
Koch said.
Candidates for prince and princess
and king and queen must maintain a
high grade point average, Carissa
Brooks, elections coordinator, said. In
addition, prince and princess candi-
dates must have accumulated 30 to 59
semester hours, and king and queen
candidates are required to have at least
60 hours, Brooks said.
“There’s a pretty good mixture of
candidates this year,” she said.
All of the greek houses are repre-
sented along with most of the resi-
dence halls, Brooks said. The
Minority Teacher Association and
new organizations, such as the Latino
sorority Lambda Theta Alpha, also
are represented, Brooks said.
Candidates are selected by process
of application, interview and election,
Brooks said.
“It’s set up, so it’s not just a popu-
lar vote,” Brooks said.
She said the Homecoming
Committee wants the winners to be
chosen based mostly on personality.
All of the student body is encour-
aged to vote, but students must bring
their student IDs to vote,Brooks said.
Homecoming Court winners will
be announced at coronation at 8 p.m.
Oct. 10 in Lantz Gymnasium, Koch
said.
Window painting will take place
in the residence halls and the union
today and Wednesday, Koch said.
Each group will pick a theme for
its painting,and the name of the orga-
nization will be on the windows,
Koch said.
The paintings should be complete
by Wednesday afternoon and will
remain through the end of
Homecoming week, Koch said.
“It’s just to make the campus more
decorative and festive for
Homecoming and to encourage
school spirit,” Koch said.
File photo
Homecoming activities kick off today. Above students tailgate during last year’s homecoming football game.
Major troubles end today
By Hannah Goldberg
Staff writer
Students who are undecided about their
future major or minor may find some help at
today’s Academic Foundation Day 
The Academic Foundation Day, which
will be split into two sessions,will be held from
4 to 8 p.m. beginning in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“The purpose of this event is to introduce
students to different facets of college life,” said
Karla Sanders, center for academic support
and achievement director.
The first session, from 4 to 6 p.m., is a
major/minor fair where students can discuss
their questions with more than 30 academic
departments, Sanders said. The second ses-
sion,from 6 to 8 p.m.,consists of presentations
on what departments have to offer. The pre-
sentations will be given in individual meeting
rooms on the third floor of the union.
Schedules of room locations will be hand-
ed out during the major/minor fair for stu-
dents to find the departments’ presentations,
which Sanders said may include panel discus-
sions and Power Point presentations.
“This gives students that are interested in
learning more about their major/minor, or an
undeclared major/minor to have some one-
on-one interaction with department chairs
and many others,” Sanders said.
Sanders said that several hundred students
attended the event last year and the she is hop-
ing for a similar turnout this year.
Maureen Kirby, a sophomore undecided
major, says she may attend the Academic
Foundation Day because, “I don’t know what
I want to do yet, so maybe this will give me a
chance to think about what major might work
for me the best.”
Senate looks at academic environment
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate today will begin taking a
closer look at fostering an academic environment
on campus, faculty development and recruitment
and retention of students.
Senate Chair Bud Fischer, biological sciences
professor, said the three discussion topics were
chosen by the senate earlier in the semester.
At a previous meeting, the senate members
divided into three groups.Those groups will each
discuss one of the topics today.
The senate also has five communications to
discuss at today’s meeting.
The first is an e-mail from the Dean of the
College of Sciences, Mary Anne Hanner,
regarding dissemination of material related to
the search for a new director of off-campus pro-
gramming.
Fischer said that Hanner wrote that the
information regarding the search would be dis-
persed through an electronic faculty newsletter.
The second letter, which pertains to long-
term care insurance, comes from Lewis Coons, a
retired faculty member.
Coons’ letter supports implementing the new
insurance plan at Eastern. However, Coons’ let-
ter also states that Eastern is not one of the uni-
versities where the insurance plan is being
shown, Fischer said.
The senate will also discuss a letter form
Associate Dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities Jeffrey Lynch regarding the senate’s
stance on the new Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Fischer said that Lynch wanted to clarify that
the brick on the new center would be treated to
match the building’s copper roof. Lynch also
expressed thanks for the senate’s resolution sup-
porting the new center.
The final correspondence the senate will dis-
cuss is an e-mail from Kathlene Shank, special
education professor, regarding parking behind
Buzzard Building.
Real stories pull us
through tragedy
What has really upset me about the
crisis in New York and Washington is
the massive loss of innocent human
lives. Thousands of people in the
World Trade Center, 200 airplane pas-
sengers, 20 flight crew members and
hundreds of rescue personnel make for
a tremendous loss of human life that
we will never get back.
Before Sept. 11 these people were
laughing, talking, working, playing and
enjoying life and now they’re gone.
It isn’t fair that those evil men who
just wanted to get the U.S. mobilized
and upset would sacrifice so many peo-
ple. We can only hope that survivors
continue to surface. I’ve heard amazing
stories over the past few weeks. A
young man missed his flight from
Boston to L.A. He would have been
among the dead right now if he had
been on time. A woman unable to
leave New York by street walked home
10 miles for almost four hours. These
stories weren’t from the newspaper,
they were from real people on the
Internet.
No matter what, Sept. 11, was a
horrendous day for all. I’ve found com-
fort in the Internet and on regularly
programmed television. I’ve thought
about the tragedy a lot, but I also need
a break. Thinking about it hurts very
much.
I may not have lost anyone, and I
don’t know anyone in the affected
cities, but it still hurts. I couldn’t wait
to get home to hug my parents.
I’m also reminding myself not to
blame everyone for the sins of a few.
The sin belongs to those who believe
this was justified, not every Palestinian
or Arab. This is not a tie for bloody
vengeance, it’s a time for prayer, for the
families and the world as a whole.
Beth Ann Valek
English major
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c d s i e v e r s @ e i u . e d u
L
ast Tuesday night (Sept.
25) I saw a confusing
and astonishing sight
and soon after I was
shown the door.
At just after 11 p.m., Mad
Hatter’s Tea had a crowd — a big
one at that, perhaps even a record
crowd.
The actual bar itself was lined
with patrons. In some spots the
line was two or three patrons deep.
My friends and I were a bit perplexed, but nonetheless we
made our way toward the bar in search of refreshments.The
Blue Moon drafts sounded mighty tempting.
At the same time, the background music sounded quite
peculiar. It wasn’t classic rock or some new-age jam band. It
was much more “urban” and it wasn’t really background music
either. It was in the foreground, set at a level high enough to
impede any meaningful conversation.
I turned around in an attempt to better understand my
atmosphere. Had my friends and I mistakenly wondered into
Stu’s?
The familiar faces of the bartenders told me I was in the
right place, but where had all the women dressed in constrictive
clothing come from?
As I began to survey the male crowd, I noticed several tell-
tale signs of greek inhabitancy.The backward visors and frosted
tips told me I was in the midst of some sort of greek invasion.
While I began to wonder why they had descended on the
sleepy bar, I thought my friends and I might still be able to
secure some pints and return to our respective booths.
Apparently I was wrong. We had waited more than five
minutes and had yet to be served a drink.This was very
uncharacteristic of the establishment, but then so was the
crowd.
As we waited, a fraternity member approached. He had
words to share with us above the bump of the music.
“I don’t want to be a Dick, but we would appreciate it if you
guys would leave,” he said.
I wasn’t sure what kicking us
out had to do with Richard
Nixon, but from the greek’s eyes,
which were bulging from his
skull, I could tell it was probably
time to exit.
I also noted that he said “we”
would appreciate it if you guys
would leave.The use of the plural
form seemed to indicate that he
had been nominated spokesperson for the group. Perhaps a
mini-chapter meeting was held after my friends and I entered
the bar.
The spokesperson explained to us that his frat had paid
extra to rent out the bar for the evening. No mention of this
was made as my friends and I entered the bar.
I figured the greek either wasn’t telling the truth or didn’t
embarrass very easily.
How else could he admit to paying extra to rent out a bar
that is consistently empty?
Without being served, my friends and I left in search of a
kinder establishment.
However, the whole incident made me question the certain-
ty of my favorite watering holes.
Should I anticipate such strange crowds?
Usually when you go to a bar you know what to expect.
When I go to Stix for an afternoon burger and beer, should
I be on the lookout for an invasion of local church groups?
If I visit the Uptowner, should I bring a silver necklace, Nike
visor and a strong sense of entitlement to fit in if the greeks
march there as well?
Maybe one Tuesday night my friends and I should rent out
disco Stu’s. I’d ask the establishment to turn the lights up and
the music down and we might even have conversation with our
pints.
Bar scene not what it used to be
“I wasn’t sure
what kicking us
out had to do with
Richard Nixon, but
from the greek’s
eyes, I could tell it
was probably time
to exit.”
Pat Guinane
Administration editor
Your turn
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A
college campus is a place where people of all
races, backgrounds and beliefs come togeth-
er each day, so it is safe to assume there will
be a lot of differing opinions on any number
of topics.
Richard Swartzbaugh’s opinion is just as valid as any
other, even if it goes against the patriotic grain of this
country.
After the Sept. 11
attacks in New York, and
Washington, Swartzbaugh,
an anthropology professor,
exercised his rights of free
thought and free speech by
telling his classes what he believed about those attacks,
beliefs that shocked several of his students.
On the surface, Swartzbaugh may have been out of
line. With the tragic events still fresh in his students’
minds, it was probably not the best thing to say to a class
full of patriotic Americans.
However, in reality, Swartzbaugh had every right to
discuss his beliefs with any person willing to listen, just as
we, as patriotic Americans, have the right to discuss our
beliefs about this or any other issue.
Eastern is a college, a place where ideas, theories and
convictions flow freely. After all, what good would a lib-
eral arts education be if people cannot discuss liberal arts
like history and political science?
Every student at this school has heard something in a
classroom that doesn’t necessarily mesh with his or her
beliefs or opinions. That is the nature of a university. You
see, hear and learn things you did not know that affect
the mindset you had before you came to Eastern.
If your professors are not challenging you to think,
then they are not doing their jobs.
Controversy causes heated discussion and clashing
ideas. Swartzbaugh’s comments were controversial,
whether he intended them to be or not.
But they were perfectly within the bounds of decency
and proper language, the only limits anyone can place on
his speech. And they made his students think, regardless
of whether or not they liked the methods that provoked
that thought.
Many people across this campus would disagree with
Richard Swartzbaugh’s comments, including members of
this newspaper. But his ideas deserve to be heard as much
as anyone else. Even as much as a patriotic American.
Class talk
within bounds
Professor had every
right to share ideas
Although the timing may have
been off, Richard Schwartzbaugh
should not be punished for speech.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
CHRIS SIEVERS
MATT NEISTEIN
MICHELLE JONES
JOSEPH RYAN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON
BILL RUTHHART
EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor
Today’s quote“
”
We have just enough religion to make us hate, but
not enough to make us love one another.
Jonathan Swift,
writer,1667-1745
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Eastern News
The Daily
By Rosie Pagliai
Staff writer
A place in Charleston feeds the
hungry, shelters the homeless and
cares for the abandoned. This place is
the Coles County Animal Shelter,
which provides comfort and care for
the community’s unwanted animals.
The Coles County Animal
Shelter, 6818 N. County Road 1120
E. in Charleston, was built in 1976.
For many years, the Humane Society
ran it. Then in the early 1980s, the
county took control, and it became
Animal Control. The CCAS and the
Humane Society still work closely
with each other. Another group that
CCAS works with is called GENE-
SIS, a wildlife rehabilitation group.
Five animal control officers, one of
whom also is a humane investigator,
one dispatcher, a feline care coordina-
tor and one full-time volunteer are the
eight full-time employees who work
at the shelter. Most training for the
jobs is hands on.
CCAS also takes volunteers.
Brown said a lot of volunteers are
from Eastern. The duties of a volun-
teer can vary. They can walk dogs,
brush cats and dogs or help with filing
paperwork.Volunteers also are needed
for fundraising and collecting items
that are needed, such as cat food.
Right now, CCAS has about 160
cats and dogs. That number is about
average throughout the year for the
animal shelter.
“It really seems to be a steady
pace,” Brown said. “(Though) in the
spring time we see a lot more puppies
and kittens.”
Right now, the shelter has a sur-
plus of cats. In October, the CCAS
will have a “Free Cat Adoption
Month,” she said.
The majority of the animals at
CCAS are strays, especially the dogs,
Brown said. Cats are usually surren-
dered. To surrender an animal, the
process of handing over a pet, the
owner must pay a fee. The fee will
cover any vaccinations that are need-
ed. These fees are the same as adop-
tion fees, $35 for dogs and $25 for
cats.
If someone wants to adopt an ani-
mal, Brown said it is a simple process.
People need to pay the adoption fee
(either $35 or $25), and the animal
must be spayed or neutered if it is not
already. The shelter will schedule an
appointment with a veterinarian of
the owner’s choice, and after the pro-
cedure, the new owner can pick up the
pet.
“Spaying or neutering your pet can
be the single most important step that
you can take to be responsible pet
owner,” said the Humane Society of
the United States. “That step is pretty
important when you consider that
more than 4 million dogs and cats
must be humanely destroyed each
year because there aren’t enough
homes for them all.”
Brown said college students and
young families adopt the majority of
the animals. She has yet to see a prob-
lem with college students who have
pets at school. All renters are required
to show a copy of the lease to show
that a pet is allowed.
“I had heard that a lot of animals
would be abandoned at the end of the
school year, but I haven’t seen the
problems that I was expecting when I
took the job,” Brown said. “I think
that college students are a lot more
responsible than people give them
credit for.”
Anyone interested in adoption or
volunteering can call 345-4112. The
shelter is open six days a week and by
appointment Monday to Friday, 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and Saturday, 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m.
Tuesday
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Animal shelter
gives stray pets
another chance
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Throughout the month of October, the Animal Shelter is giving away free cats and kittens that have been spayed
or neutered with a limit of two per person. For more information, call 234-7161.
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IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY 
Depot continues to collect
clothes for local residents
By Meg McNichols
City editor
The Depot Clothing Pantry has
been clothing people on small bud-
gets for almost seven years and
owner Carolyn Wells hopes to keep
her store running as long as she can.
The store was part of another
area non-profit group, the
Outreach Program, and Wells
wanted to open it up to the entire
public. The store relies on dona-
tions including toys, clothes, shoes
and jewelry.
The Depot also receives $1,500
annually from the United Way.
Currently, the store is working
in conjunction with the Charleston
Fire Department, collecting clothes
and donations for victims and fam-
ilies in New York City suffering
from the Sept. 11 attacks.
She said clothes are in abun-
dance with bags bulging, still
unpacked in the store room, and
that anyone interested can drop off
clothes at the store.
Most of her merchandise is also
given away during the holidays.
“The Red Cross sends requests
(for clothes) and St. Charles
Church does too,” she said.
Christmas is not the only time
of year the Depot is busy.
“All different people come in,”
said sales assistant Mark Hamilton.
He said a lot of students come dur-
ing Halloween to buy their cos-
tumes.
Wells has also received some less
traditional requests.
“Sometimes we get phone calls
to send inmates clothes,” Wells
said.
If prison inmates don’t have
clothing when they are released
from the police station, the Depot
will send an outfit for them to wear
during their transfer home or else-
where.
“Volunteers are the key to the
Depot’s operations,” Wells said.
“We work with individuals and
many groups from Eastern and
average over 3,000 volunteer hours
annually.”
The Depot is a non-profit char-
itable organization located on the
corner of 18th Street and Jackson
Ave. Hours of operation are from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday, Wells said.
Kate Mitchell/Associate photo editor
Carolyn Wells, owner of The Depot Clothing Pantry, prices newly received
clothing Monday afternoon in the front of her store at the corner of Eighth
and Jackson. The Depot is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Volunteers are the key to the
Depot’s operations.
Carolyn Wells,
Owner of Depot Clothing Pantry
“
”
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Need money 
for the 
necessities?
ADVERTISE!!
University Board
Duties Include –
• Creating the publicity for all UB 
events
• Designing Posters, flyers, logos,
brochures, and newspaper ads
• Applicants must have experience       
with the latest graphic design 
technology
Applications due Tuesday October
2nd. At 4 PM in UB mailbox #1 
Interviews are Tuesday October 2nd at 7:30
PM in Arcola/Tuscola Rm.
Applications in the Student Activity
Marketing Coordinator
Every Tuesday
Domestic
Drafts... $1.00
Pitchers... $4.00
Captain Morgan
Mixers or Shots $2.00
Pool Tourney  7 PM
Euchre Tourney 8 PM
CASH PRIZES
Caitlin Bullis/Staff photographer
Glenn S. Everett, director of the Instructional Technology Center at the University of
Tennessee-Martin, speaks during his interview for associate vice president for academic
affairs for technology. The position is new at Eastern this year.
The position of associate vice president for
academic affairs for technology is a new posi-
tion at Eastern and will be responsible for
leadership in planning and developing tech-
nology-enhanced and delivered education. In
addition, the new administrator will be in
charge of the newly created Center for
Academic Technology Support.
Everett said one of the biggest challenges
in developing online courses is determining
which courses to develop.
The best courses to offer online are those
in which a that cover and test on  a large
amount of material. For that reason, he said
humanities classes are not easily transferred
online.
“Students and faculty would agree not to
completely replace the classroom experience,”
he said.
“It would more likely wind up with blend-
ed courses that are not purely lecture.”
Another problem that Everett mentioned
was the misconceptions that students have
toward online classes. He said many students
believe that less work will be required for
online courses, but in fact many require more
work. He added that there is a large dropout
rate for online courses nationwide.
Observing both the interactions and out-
comes of the students involved in technology-
enhanced classes is very important for the
faculty, he said.
From his experiences, Everett said some
students who did not like to speak in the
classroom have “blossomed” online. These
students were able to express what they had to
say without the embarrassment of speaking in
front of the class.
Everett said Eastern has an opportunity to
step into the nationwide forefront with tech-
nological education.
“There are about as many models on how
it is done as there are universities using
them,” he said.
“You can’t put something in place now
that will be guaranteed to be the best way five
years from now.”
Candidate
from Page 1
themselves from getting in trouble for
underage drinking.
After the group of volunteers returned
to their seats, Davidson used his Alcohol
101 CD ROM to illustrate how fast some-
one can get drunk, as well as how the
drinks affect that person physically.
Davidson also stressed that once a per-
son stops drinking, his or her blood alco-
hol level does not automatically begin to
decrease. In fact, it will continue to rise
even after the person passes out.
He also said vomiting is a sign of alco-
hol poisoning and stressed the steps to
help prevent a person from drowning in
his or her own vomit.
He said first, lay the person on his or
her side with the head on the right arm.
Second, place the left leg over the right leg
to prevent him or her from flipping over
onto his or her back, while at the same
time using the left arm and hand to hold
the mouth above the floor.
“According to statistical data members
of the Greek community, athletes and
freshmen are at the highest risk of alcohol
poisoning nationally,” Davidson said.
Davidson then said Eastern’s primary
concern is for those suffering from alcohol
poisoning and those drinking illegally.
He also said the EMS technicians, not
residence hall members, determine if a
person has alcohol poisoning before he or
she is transported to the hospital.
After the presentation, Davidson said,
“If I help one person either by preventing
them to drink to the point of death or by
teaching someone how to help and tell the
signs of alcohol poisoning, then I did my
job.”
Skunk
from Page 1
and one reason there's no point in turning it
into a tv lounge is that we already have a
room for that,” said senior special education
major Jenny Johnson, who explained that
the need is for a new television, not a new
space.
Others raised concerns about the study
lounge idea hindering the return of
Pemberton dining.
Some of the hall’s residents support the
idea, saying that leaving it empty would be
a waste of useful space.
“It’s better to have something than
nothing,” said Sarah Newton, a sophomore
political science major.
“There’s nothing there.
They need something whether it be a
study lounge or a decent TV lounge,
because they have the worst TV on cam-
pus.”
Others cite precedent as a reason to cre-
ate some space to be studious.
“I think it’d be beneficial to people,” said
Leslie Thomas, a junior psychology major.
“Carman’s dining center is a study lounge
after hours.”
The authority to adopt, amend or shoot
down the idea lies with Pemberton Hall
Council.
Pemberton
from Page 1
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Wanted part-time worker at Just
Spences Retail.  1148 6th street.
Must have experience with cloth-
ing.  Apply in person.  
_______________________10/2
Caring individuals needed to work
with adults with developmental
disabilities in a group home set-
ting stressing community integrat-
ed living. Now hiring FT/PT
evenings and weekend positions.
Apply in person at Tull House,
1911 18th St., Charleston; 345-
3552
_______________________10/5
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida.  Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.  1-800-
234-7007.  endlesssummer-
tours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA's and Habilitation
Aides.  Work in a small home set-
ting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary.  Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts due
to program expansion.  FT/PT posi-
tions available for multiple shifts
with flexible scheduling.  1st, 2nd
and 3rd shifts starting at $7.50/hr,
for youth program and $8.00/hr. for
adult program.  FT includes full
benefits pkg.  If you are a good role
model and enjoy working with peo-
ple, apply in person at 1550
Douglas Drive Chas.  EOE
_________________________00 
Large 1 bedroom(Could be 2 bed-
rooms) $350/mo.  Storage area,
washer/dryer, loft bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, all new construction.  808
Jackson Ave.  Call Jeff, 348-8363.
_______________________10/4
NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS, FUR-
NISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, VOLLEYBALL COURT AND
LAUNDRY.  LINCOLNWOOD PINE-
TREE.  345-6000.
___________________________
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th St.
across from Buzzard.  For more
information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students.  345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS.  ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
New 3 bedroom apt.  Furnished,
utilities included.  NO PETS!
2121 18th Street.  Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  OFFICE 345-1266
OR 346-3161.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus.  4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house.  Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE.  2-4 BR
one block from campus.  $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus. AC, carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease.
345-3232 day.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments.  3BR for 2-
3 people.  NO PETS.  348-8305.
_________________________01
1 bedroom apartment 1 or 2 per-
sons, 1542 4th St.  Excellent condi-
tion, all electric, c/a.  Quiet, reserve
parking, No Pets.  345-7286.
_________________________01
2 Bedroom apartment acroos
from Rec Center.  Excellent condi-
tion, all electric, c/a, parking, No
Pets.  345-7286.
_________________________01
Pyramid 1000-watt amp, Pyle dual
CD changer, $700, 348-7832.
___________________________
MAZDA PROTEGE, 1994, clean,
runs great, gold color, auto, new
tires, $3500/obo. Phone: 345-
1414.
_______________________10/8
LOST DOG: MAGGIE, white with
brown patches on neck and back.
Very friendly. Please call Bryan
with any information.  348-0473 or
581-8159.
_______________________10/2
Sublessor: Needed for Spring
semester. Good location - 3rd and
Polk. One bedroom apartment.
$225 per month. Please call 345-
0564
_______________________10/4
Sublessor:  Needed for Spring
Semester lease ends in June. 5
bdrm house $225.00 per month
Call anytime. 345-7014
_______________________10/2
DELTS-The ladies of KAPPA DELTA
are pumped for Homecoming. The
fun has just begun!
_______________________10/2
Thanks Kristen K. for representing
AST beautifully at Sigma Chi
Coronation. Tau Love, Your Sisters.
_______________________10/2
Congrats AST on winning Sigma
Chi Volleyball.  You made us
proud!  Love, Your Sisters.
_______________________10/2
Jess G., Angie H., Marsha G.-
Welcome back to AST!!  We
missed you!  Love, your sisters.
_______________________10/2
Thanks Jess G. on planning a
GREAT barn dance! Tau Love,
your sisters
_______________________10/2
Don't forget to get out and vote for
Homecoming Candidates on Oct. 2
and 3 from 10am-4pm in Carman,
Coleman or the Union Walkway.
_______________________10/3
We Teach Skin Care. Results-ori-
ented products. Dermatologist
tested. Mary Kay has a skin care
system for you. Call today for a
complimentary facial. Ginny
Herrndobler, professional Mary
Kay Beauty Consultant, 345-3296.
_______________________10/3
Over 10,000 COSTUMES for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades-Reserve yours today!
GRAND BALL, 609 6th,
Charleston. 345-2617
_______________________10/4
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS:
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy Campusfundraiser
.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card appli-
cations.  Fundraising dates are fill-
ing quickly, so call today!  Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campus-
fundraiser.com.
______________________10/04
Facial Parties, Satin Hands, nail
Enamel, Lipstick, etc.  Call Amy
for all of your Mary Kay needs!!
345-3099
______________________10/05
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida.  Join Student
Travel Services, America's #1
Student Tour Operator.  Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12  
ACAPULCO'S #1 SPRING
BREAK COMPANY.  BIANCHI-
ROSSI TOURS, wants you to Go
Loco in Acapulco!  Book Spring
Break 2002's Hottest Destination
with the only company specializ-
ing in Acapulco!  Call 1-800-875-
4525 or log onto www.bianchi-
rossi.com  Travel Free-ask how! 
_______________________11/9
ACT NOW!  GUARANTEE THE
BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH PADRE, CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPUL-
CO, FLORIDA & MARDIGRAS.
REPS NEEDED...TRAVEL FREE,
EARN $$$.  GROUP DIS-
COUNTS FOR 6+.  800-838-
8203/WWW.LEISURETOURS.C
OM
______________________12/10
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed.  All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
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Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
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Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
NRHH. General Assembly meeting.  Turesday Oct. 2, 5
p.m. Thomas Hall Classroom. Come to discuss Lee National
Denim Day, homecoming and eat tacos!
CIRCLE K. Meeting today, Oct. 2, at 7p.m. Coleman
Auditorium. All are welcome to come and join in the fun!
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE. Textbook Purchase,
Oct. 1-31 from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Students who wish to purchase
their FA01 textbooks may do so this month. TRS asks that
you bring your textbooks in with you.
YEARBOOK. Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Newsroom,
Buzzard Hall. Everyone Welcome!
UB HOMECOMING ELECTIONS. Elections for
King/Queen and Prince/Princess will be today and tomorrow
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. in Carman Hall, Coleman Hall and the
Union Walkway.  Don't forget to bring a student ID card!
THE COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION. Meeting
tonight at 6 p.m. in Coleman Hall Room #1721.
CASA. Academic Foundation Day. Tuesday, Oct. 2,
major/minor fair from 4-6 p.m. in the MLK University
Ballroom from 6-8 p.m. there will be presentation in rooms
of the Union.  Schedule available on-line at
http://www.eiu.edu/~eiu1111/curstudents/afdays.htm.
HAITI CONNECTION. Meeting Oct. 2, 8 p.m. Newman
Center.  Meeting tonight 8 .p.m at the Newman Center.  All
interested in issues impacting the third world invited to
attend. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Evening prayer.  Oct.
2, at 9 p.m. at St. Phillip Neri Chapel. 30 minutes of song,
scripture, and silent meditation. St. Phillip's located across
from Andrews Hall.    
RSO COUNCIL. Weekly meeting, Tuesday, Oct. 2, at 7
p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Room 1031.  
SURVIVORS OF SUCIDE. Meeting today, Oct. 2, at 7
p.m. Immanuel Lutheran Church, across from Tarble Arts
Center (enter at east door). Anyone who has experienced a
loss due to sucide is welcome to attend. For more informa-
tion, call Don Murphy at 348-8252.  
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Color-enhanc-
ing apple spray
5 “Don’t take
another step!”
9Flavor
14Outfielder’s call
15Director Kazan
16Barker or
Barnes
17Dismounted
18Down ___
(Maine)
19Kingly
20Wide receiver?
23Teatro alla ___
24What a tire fits
around
25 “C’___ la vie!”
28Vanity item,
perhaps
33Telecom giant
36Pro ___
37Africa’s largest
country
38Not imagined
40Punch bowl
item
43Salon supply
44Japanese
immigrant
46Cyclotron bits
48River to the
North Sea
49Subject of
many a tabloid
photo
53Center X or O
54Hyundai alter-
native
55Like Odin
59California
amphitheater
64Ham’s site
66Countess’s
husband
67Think tank
nugget
68Breaks one’s
back
69Red beans 
go-with
70 “Cool!”
71Peace Nobelist
Shimon
72Without a date
73Teed off
DOWN
1Stock up on
2Purplish bloom
3Baker of soul
4Explain anew
5No Mr. Nice
Guy
6Jai ___
7Mailing to
Santa
8Spuds
9Pinches pen-
nies
10Pub potables
11 Obstinate
12Eggs
13Fam. member
21Place to hiber-
nate
22 It may be
loaded
26Past the shelf
date
27On edge
29Pres. Coolidge
30Pilot’s update,
for short
31Gymnast
Comaneci
32Schlep
33Make money
by conning
34 Inventor Nikola
35Comfy spot
39Hula hoop?
41Mary’s TV boss
42Env. extra
45Like a brand-
new fountain
pen
47Fax or FedEx
50Diamond great
Hodges
51Football Hall-
of-Famer Gale
52Redbreasts
56Beverly Hills’
___ Drive
57Say “#@$%!”
58Fill with joy
60Look at a look-
er, perhaps
61 “Hold on!”
62Shamu, for one
63Designer
Cassini
64 “The Racer’s
Edge” sloga-
neer
65Corn site
ANSWER TO MONDAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Sarah Keller
No. 0821
I N C A M O R O S E G A M
T A L C A R E N A S U N I
O D O R C L I E N T I N N
N A P O L E O N D U P L E X
B A R N S W A I L
E S S A Y S A I R P O R T
G A I T S S A U C Y T A O
A T L B E R T H I D I
D U H A L A M O P E N A L
S P O N S O R F A X E R S
U P T O S P O R T
T H E R A M C A R D I G A N
G A T R E M O T E N O V A
I T T T R O U T S C R O P
F E E E S P R I T T Y N E
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
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DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
Nations cut money to terrorists
WASHINGTON (AP) — Some
$6 million has been blocked and 50
bank accounts frozen as countries
around the globe join the U.S. effort
to stop the flow of money to terrorist
networks, President Bush said
Monday.
The frozen accounts include 30 in
this country and 20 overseas, Bush
said in a speech one week after he
announced a move to freeze the
assets of Islamic militant Osama bin
Laden and 26 other people and orga-
nizations.
“And we’re just beginning,” Bush
declared.
In his executive order barring
Americans from doing business with
any of the named individuals or orga-
nizations, Bush also promised to shut
down U.S. operations of foreign
banks that conduct business with bin
Laden, the prime suspect in the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks, or his associates.
Soon after, foreign ministers from
the seven leading industrialized
nations — the United States, Japan,
Germany, Britain, France, Italy and
Canada — agreed to produce a coor-
dinated plan to freeze the assets of
terrorist organizations.
And with uncharacteristic speed,
the United Nations Security Council
unanimously adopted Friday night a
U.S.-sponsored resolution requiring
all 189 U.N.-member nations to deny
money, support and sanctuary to ter-
rorists.
Under the legally binding resolu-
tion, all countries must make the
“willful” financing of terrorism a
criminal offense, immediately freeze
terrorist-related funds and prevent the
movement of individuals and groups
suspected of having terrorist connec-
tions. Nations must also deny terror-
ists any “safe haven” and speed the
exchange of information, especially
on the actions and movements of ter-
rorists.
“This is the final piece in pulling
together this international coalition in
denying terrorists funding,” Treasury
Department spokeswoman Michele
Davis told reporters Monday.
In the week since the U.S. order to
freeze assets, actions have been taken
with “amazing speed on every possi-
ble front,” she said.
Davis declined comment on a
report in Monday’s New York Times
that administration officials were
preparing to expand the asset freeze
to some two dozen additional chari-
ties and other organizations suspected
of providing money to bin Laden’s
terrorist operations.
As of Monday, according to
Treasury, governments of 20 nations
had ordered banks to block the assets
of the 27 individuals and organiza-
tions named on the U.S. list. The 20
include most of the United States’
major economic allies (Italy and
Russia are exceptions) as well as
Pakistan and the United Arab
Emirates.
U.S. officials acknowledge that
the bulk of the suspect money is in
accounts outside of the United States.
In France Monday, major bank
Credit Lyonnais froze assets belong-
ing to Al Shamal Islamic Bank, a
Sudanese institution linked to bin
Laden. The Khartoum-based bank is
on lists being circulated to banks by
regulatory authorities in Europe.
Authorities track
money trail, plots
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Authorities pursued terrorism sus-
pects in Europe and the Middle East
on Monday, arresting several and
searching for a man from the United
Arab Emirates who they said could
be a key figure in the money trail.
While the arrests and questioning
spread from country to country, a
man and woman were held in
Alexandria, Va., on charges they
helped some of the Sept. 11 hijackers
obtain false identification docu-
ments.
In the effort to pin down how the
hijackers were financed, U.S. author-
ities believe they’ve traced wire
transfers from one of the terrorists to
Mustafah Ahmed, who disappeared
the day of the attacks and is being
sought by the FBI for questioning.
Mohamed Atta, a suspected
leader of the hijacking teams, sent
money to Ahmed in the days before
the attacks, said a law enforcement
official, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Investigators believe Atta, who is
thought to have been the pilot of one
of the planes that hit the World Trade
Center in New York, may have been
sending back unused money from
the hijacking plot.
Some $6 million has been
blocked and 50 bank accounts frozen
as countries around the globe join the
U.S. effort to stop the flow of money
to terrorist networks, President Bush
said Monday. The frozen accounts
include 30 in this country and 20
overseas, he said.
In Europe, events moved fast in
the worldwide terrorism search:
—Anti-terrorism judges in Paris
questioned a man in connection with
a suspected plot to attack the U.S.
Embassy there.
—Four people suspected of links
to global terrorism were arrested in
Bosnia over the past few days,
including two who were found with
box cutters near Sarajevo’s airport,
authorities said.
—Jordianian authorities arrested
about a half-dozen people in a sec-
ond sweep since the terror attacks.
The detained included Issam
Barqawi, a Jordanian of Palestinian
descent who was acquitted of con-
spiracy charges to carry out attacks
against U.S. and Israeli targets dur-
ing New Year’s 2000 celebrations in
Jordan.
—German authorities said that
nation’s intelligence had picked up
phone calls by celebrating followers
of Osama bin Laden, providing a
link in the international investigation
of the Sept. 11 attacks. But authori-
ties acknowledged they were unable
to pin down earlier contacts by bin
Laden operatives to Muslims in
Germany.
While unrelated to the recent
attacks, a man who has been jailed in
Pakistan since the 1986 hijacking of
a Pan American World Airways
flight has been arrested by U.S.
authorities and is being returned to
face hijacking charges.
Attorney General John Ashcroft
said Zayd Hassan Abd Al-Latif
Masud Al Safarini was arrested by
American authorities Friday after he
was released in Pakistan.
“This arrest demonstrates the
commitment of the U.S. to track
down persons charged with having
committed terrorist acts against
Americans, no matter how long it
takes,” Ashcroft said.
The money trail in the United
States has led to Punta Gorda, Fla.,
where the owner of a mail service
business said hijacker Atta and
another person bought $100-to-$200
money orders at her store between
four and six times from mid-July to
mid-August.
Jean Waldorf, owner of The
Shipping Post, said she did not know
how the money was spent.
“He was not a friendly person,”
she said of Atta. “There was no
please, thank you or have a nice day.
The main reason I recognized him
was his eyes. When he looked at you
it was as if he was looking straight
through you, very cold, no emo-
tions.”
Americans urged to spend money
WASHINGTON (AP) — Five
governors ended a two-day swing
through the nation’s stricken eco-
nomic and federal capitals Monday
with a plea to Americans to defeat
terror by restoring the nation’s com-
merce and tourism.
“There’s still a greater danger that
someone will be struck by lightning
or picked up and carried off by a tor-
nado than they will be personally the
victim of a terrorist attack,” Gov.
Mike Huckabee, R-Ark., said.
The governors joined District of
Columbia Mayor Anthony Williams
for what was billed as a “Back to
Business” tour. The bipartisan outing
was designed to help restore the con-
fidence of the traveling public after
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks against the
New York’s World Trade Center and
the Pentagon outside Washington.
The politicians warned of poten-
tial damage to the nation’s economy
if people don’t start traveling, shop-
ping and vacationing again.
“It is not worth letting terrorists
steal ... who we are as Americans,”
said Gov. Ronnie Musgrove, D-
Miss.
The governors arrived at
Baltimore-Washington International
Airport Monday morning after
spending Sunday in New York City,
where they shopped, dined and
watched a Broadway production of
“The Lion King.”
Maryland’s Democratic governor,
Parris Glendening, left no doubt to
the governors’ purposes. “I think we
all showed it’s OK to fly commercial
flights, it’s OK to go shopping, it’s
OK to have fun,” Glendening said.
The group also visited a fire sta-
tion that lost 12 firefighters in the
aftermath of the World Trade Center
attack, where Glendening said they
encountered tremendous grief, pain
and anger.
“The outrage is the same in
Tennessee as it is in New York, here
or all over the country,” said Gov.
Don Sundquist, R-Tenn. “Put us
back in business in America. That’s
one way of fighting the terrorists.”
The tourism industry has been
slow to recover from the attacks. In
many states, school systems have
suspended most distant field trips,
jeopardizing visits to Washington,
various state capitals and other her-
itage destinations.
The Washington area hospitality
industry has lost $10 million a day in
business and tourist travel since the
attacks.
Monday afternoon Williams
joined hotel executives in making
phone bank calls to travel and con-
vention planners to discourage them
from abandoning plans for
Washington events.
Military focuses on
homeland defense
WASHINGTON (AP) —
America’s military must
make defense of U.S. territo-
ry its primary mission and
sharpen its ability to counter
surprise attacks, a Pentagon
study says.
Every four years the mili-
tary publishes a study of
strategy and force structure
known as the Quadrennial
Defense Review. The latest
QDR had been expected to
call for sweeping changes in
the size and scope of the
nation’s military forces and
weaponry in line with early
Bush administration pledges
to reshape the armed forces.
However, in the wake of
the Sept. 11 terrorism
attacks, the report avoids
such major moves.
It does reflect post-Cold
War adjustments, putting
more warships in the Western
Pacific and shifting Marine
Corps equipment from the
Mediterranean to the Indian
Ocean and Persian Gulf
areas. It foresees a newly
fashioned Army brigade in
Europe by 2007 and
enhanced ground forces in
the Persian Gulf.
“It clearly sets forth the
Bush doctrine to meet a
rapidly changing world and
threats, some of which we
never could have envisioned
would happen,” said Sen.
John Warner, R-Va. He com-
mended Secretary of
Defense Donald H.
Rumsfeld “for his emphasis
on homeland defense.”
State Oct. 27.
Despite the numbers and the polls, this week
is bigger than the No. 6 ranking Eastern finds
itself. The Panthers must continue to work on
the fundamentals of the game after Saturday’s
uproar at O’Brien Stadium.
“I feel a lot better about things than I did
Saturday, but it doesn’t mean we don’t have
things we need to work on,” Spoo said.
“I’m a lot calmer now and we have a vision of
what we need to do. I think the players respond-
ed to the things we talked about after the game.”
Despite Saturday’s third win of the season,
Spoo didn’t have a smile on his face as he
addressed the team.
Talks of individual playing and unnecessary
mistakes resulting in penalties and fumbles
brought the team back to reality: if Eastern is
going to be a championship team, it needs to
return to that caliber of performance.
The team will place special attention on today
and Wednesday for an opportunity to solidify
the team before leaving Wednesday night for
San Diego.
“(Today) and Wednesday are important prac-
tice days for us,” Spoo said. “I’d like to think we
are capable of doing things and correcting some
mistakes, straightening out some areas. All of
that cuts into things we’re trying to do.”
While the team will not have the luxury of
practicing for a home game Saturday, it has set
up practice times Thursday and Friday in
California.
“We’re definitely going to be there mentally,”
Romo said. “We’ve made trips before – we’re a
veteran group. We know how to get things
done.”
Flight Shuffle
Eastern’s athletic department was notified
early last week that their team and fan flights to
San Diego were canceled.
That resulted in some shuffling of flights.
Both the fans and players were scheduled to fly
out of St. Louis on two separate flights.
Now, however, half of the team flies out of St.
Louis Thursday morning with a layover in
Chicago before reaching San Diego.
The other half of the team is left with a
Thursday morning flight that leaves San Diego
and runs through Denver. And the fans are now
flying out of Indianapolis with a layover in
Washington, D.C. before flying coast-to-coast,
arriving in San Diego.
“Both of the team’s flights arrive within an
hour of each other,” said John Smith, Eastern’s
assistant athletic director for development.
“The flights were canceled because of the
events that happened and some of the things the
airlines have been dealing with, so we’ve just
done our best to deal with it.”
Rankings
from Page 12
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Sports Network’s I-AA 
College Football Poll
1.Georgia Southern (4-0)
2.Montana (3-1)
3.Furman (3-1)  
4. McNesse State (3-1) 
5. Appalachian St (3-1) 
6. Eastern Illinois (3-0)
7. Rhode Island (4-0)
8. Lehigh (3-0)
9. Youngstown (3-1)  
10. Grambling State (4-0)  
11. W. Kentucky (2-2)  
12. Hofstra (3-1) 
13. Villanova (3-0)
14. W. Illinois (2-1)
15. Northwestern St (3-1)
16. E. Washington (2-1)
17. Florida A&M (3-1)
18. N. Iowa (3-1)
19. SW Texas St (3-1)
20.William & Mary (3-1)
21. Portland State (2-1)
22. Tennessee State (3-0)
23.N.Carolina A & T (3-0)
24. Richmond (0-3)
25. Sam Houston (3-1)
Others receiving votes:
Northern Arizona
New Hampshire
Jacksonville State
Pennsylvania
Jackson State
Bethune-Cookman
Hampton
Yale
Maine
Harvard
Wofford
Stephen F. Austin
Murray State
Chattanooga
Idaho State
Delaware
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
A train of Tennessee Tech defenders chases after Eastern tailback J.R Taylor (No. 22) during
Saturdays game. Eastern will play I-A foe San Diego State this weekend.
replacement games or their schedule didn’t match
up.”
Smith said Eastern had extensive talks with the
University of South Carolina for a game on Nov.24,
but Lou Holtz’s team hasn’t informed the Panthers
with a final decision.The Gamecocks were also hav-
ing discussions with Army, Smith said.
Among the other teams Smith and McDuffie
have conversed with are Arkansas State, Kansas,
Kansas State, Texas Tech, Marshall and Alabama.
Most of those teams either altered their schedule or
opted to reschedule against another team.
While Smith said he and McDuffie continue to
keep their eyes open for a money game, playing
against a Division I-AA team could possibly be an
option.
“We haven’t approached it yet because we’ve
been looking at the I-A’s first,” Smith said. “I would
imagine quite a few I-AA’s are in the same boat we
are, wiating to see how their season goes.”
Smith said there is no deadline set for when the
athletic department and football staff would have to
decide whether to add an 11th game.The Panthers
would likely only add a game against a Divison I-
AA team if it would increase their chances to make
the playoffs.
“I feel like we would need to be on the bubble to
schedule a game against a I-AA team, and usually
the bubble is three losses,” he said. “So if we’re 7-3,
it would obviously look better for us to be 8-3. So if
it looks like we’re on the bubble for a playoff berth,
we would want to schedule a I-AA school and
probably a good one.”
If the Panthers remain on their current pace than
option No. 3, not scheduling a game, is most likely
the route Eastern will take.But Smith isn’t counting
out the I-A money game yet.
“I think a lot of the I-A teams are sitting around
waiting to see how important that extra game really
is,” he said.
“I think that’s the feeling of our coaches as well.
If something comes up, then myself, Rich
McDuffie and Bob Spoo will see what we’re able to
do. We’ll do the best to accommodate what Bob
wants to do.”
Options
from Page 12
blind-sided by the right hook of ter-
rorism, one might think that the
pugilists would have the common
sense to refrain from such gestures.
However, one would be wrong.
The boxers dealt athletes, and their
collective intelligence, quite a glanc-
ing blow with their pre-fight antics.
Not all jocks are dumb. In fact
many are quite intelligent. It’s too
bad the same cant be said of boxers.
Sure, you could make the argu-
ment that an intelligent fighter exists
here and there, but any claim of
overall intelligence in the sport can
be undone with two words. Mike
Tyson.
On Saturday Hopkins continued
to display his inferior intelligence
right up until the fight started.
Hopkins is nicknamed the exe-
cutioner, and no national tragedy
was going to keep him from don-
ning his trademark leather execu-
tioner’s mask on Saturday.The mask
went nicely with his red robe com-
plete with huge X on the back, but
Hopkins furthered showed his stu-
pidity, along with doing our country
a great disservice, when he topped
off the outfit by draping and
American flag from his neck.
The American flag represents a
lot of different things for many dif-
ferent people, but when hung from
such an idiot’s head, the stars and
stripes were virtually meaningless.
At that point, Hopkins had
already done plenty to sully the
name of athletes, and especially box-
ers everywhere. However, the idiot
was not finished yet.
When he removed his robe, it
was apparent that the words
“www.goldenpalace.com” were
scrolled on Hopkin’s back in black
marker.
He reportedly received $100,000
for becoming a “human” billboard.
After shedding his robe and his
dignity, Hopkins won the fight and
collected his paycheck.
He is now the middleweight
champion.
Just what we needed — another
idiot at the top of the sports world.
Guinane
from Page 12
By Nate Bloomquist
Staff writer
For the Eastern volleyball
squad, playing on the road has
been just as sweet as playing at
home. The Panthers are undefeat-
ed in six matches away from Lantz
Arena.
Tonight Eastern is hoping
Chicago will be just as sweet as
other destinations have been this
year. The Panthers will play at
Loyola-Chicago at 7 p.m.
The Ramblers have earned
berths to the NCAA tournament
in back-to-back seasons.
Loyola has been in the title
game of their conference tourna-
ment for the past four years under
the leadership of head coach Liz
Nelson.
The squad has lost only two
players from last year’s squad.
“It’s a good opportunity to play
a good school out of the confer-
ence,” Eastern head coach Brenda
Winkeler said. “It’s a situation
where you want to go in and play
aggressive and play a fast-paced
game.”
The Ramblers (6-5, 3-0 in the
Horizon League) will try to turn
the tempo up a few notches with a
strong offensive attack from senior
Lauren Mikos (2.32 kills per
game) and junior Shari Davis
(2.30 kills per game).
As a team, Loyola is averaging
14.3 kills per game, compared to
Eastern’s Ohio Valley Conference-
leading 15.02.
“We have a lot of people who
are role players and we’re just start-
ing to get into a grove,” Nelson
said. “We had a big win on DePaul
(last Tuesday). Chicago schools
battle back and forth a lot, but it’s
always a fun match against
Eastern.”
Eastern (8-3, 3-1) will look to
continue its road dominance as the
squad has yet to lose a match away
from home in six contests.
“I think it’s one of those things
- you really don’t know why you
play better on the road,” said
Winkeler. “The players insist that
we play better at home. I think
some of it has to do with the oppo-
nents we’ve played at home being
tougher.”
Loyola runs an offense that
relies on a lot of slide plays, similar
to the type Eastern saw against
Murray State last Saturday.
The Panthers will look to
counter with a balanced attack
from junior Karen Liss, freshman
Erica Gerth and seniors Carrie
Stevens, Leslie Przekwas and
Marcia Hahn.
“We’re definitely looking for
(Tuesday) to be a big night for our
right side,” Winkeler said. “We
want Carrie to be able to reverse
the ball, and we want to spread the
ball out because they’re tall and
athletic.”
Eastern and Loyola are similar
in that they both have freshmen
starting at the setter position.
Lauren Holbrook starts for the
Ramblers and last week’s OVC
“Freshman of the Week” Lindsay
Perkins starts for the Panthers.
“It is a learning process for that
position,” Nelson said. “We know
that Eastern’s going through the
same thing as we are. Lauren is
learning quickly and gains more
confidence each match. She’s
learning to win.”
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Panthers are ready for Loyola
Sara Figiel/Photo editor
Freshman Lindsay Perkins passes the ball to senior Marcia Hahn during a
recent game at Lantz Arena. The Panthers travel to Loyola-Chicago tonight for
a non-conference match.
Eastern goes for
sixth straight
road win
Volleyball Sunday’s U.S Grand Prix
exceeded expectations
A
s an avid follower of
Formula 1 and the
numerous Grand
Prix’s held around the
world every year, I was naturally
excited at the opportunity to attend
Sunday’s second running of the
United States Grand Prix at the
Indianapolis Speedway.
I was especially interested to
see what the American take would
be, on what is largely a European
dominated sport. I wasn’t disap-
pointed with the result.
Naturally used to a big event,
the Speedway pulled out all the
stops to ensure that every one of
the 200,000 people that flocked to
Indianapolis from all over the
world had a great day in the glori-
ous sunshine, without a traffic jam
in sight.
As an international student
from England, I was especially
pleased, as tickets for my home
British Grand Prix are like gold
dust, selling out a year in advance.
Also the cheapest seats come at
around $140, compared to just
$30 at the Speedway. It’s no won-
der it pulls in the biggest crowd in
Formula One.
The whole area had a truly
“festival” feeling throughout the
day as fans mingled among the
endless stands searching in the
heat for exclusive memorabilia, as
the roar of Ferrari and Porsche
engines filling the air during the
morning’s other races.
Not forgetting the race itself;
well organized as ever, as $1.5
million cars repeatedly come
within inches of each other at
speeds close to 200 mph. The
crowds jump to their feet at the
slightest sense of action.
We had the perfect view of the
start and of Juan Pablo Montoya
and Rubens Barrichello’s engines
and chances blowing on the long
straight and of course, the finish
when the deafening roar of
engines was replaced by the cheers
of thousands.
It would have been nice had
the traditional track invasion been
allowed for the winners trophy
ceremony; although tight security
was understandable with recent
events.
Many drivers had felt that this
race should be cancelled, until
they saw just how uplifting this
kind of International event is to
the fans.
For British racing followers, it
was also the end of an era, as the
legendary F1 commentator
Murray Walker covered his last
race to retire after 52 years of loyal
service.
He was famous for lines such
as, “Two laps to go, then the
action will begin. Unless this is the
action, which it is.” and “There is
nothing wrong with the car except
that it is on fire.” Like all the best,
he had a brilliant habit of making
even the most mundane race
exciting.
He will be sadly missed.
As I stood in the line for a soda
shortly before the race, a racing
fan behind me was telling us with
relish how he had attended every
event at the “racing capitol of the
world” for the last 20 years; from
the Brickyard to the Indy 500 and
right up to that day.
America has more than proved
itself up to the task and I for one
very much doubt this will be the
last time I spend a day at the races.
n Dan James is an international
student majoring in journalism from
Colby, England
Dan James
Staff writer
Guest column
Check Wednesday’s sports
section to find out who is
the Top Cat of the Week
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Stupidity in
boxing world
shows no
remorse
A
thletes are commonly
perceived as unintelli-
gent and perhaps even
slow-witted. Felix
Trinidad and Bernard Hopkins
have gone out of their way to sup-
port that belief.
The notion that athletic
prowess and above average intelli-
gence can’t mix is quite an unfortu-
nate stereotype. However, what’s
even more unfortunate is that there
are professional athletes.
On Saturday Trinidad and
Hopkins did their best to continue
to stupefy the good name of ath-
letes.
The two pugilists were squaring
off in a middleweight champi-
onship bout in Madison Square
Garden.
Madison Square Garden is in
New York, and for the weeks lead-
ing up to the fight, so were
Trinidad and Hopkins. They were
scheduled to square off four days
after the terrorist attacks, but along
with most other sporting events,
the fight was postponed.
So, aside from getting some
extra time on the speed bag, the
fighters also used the layoff to
exchange the normal lewd remarks
boxing opponents tend to share
with one another.
That’s not unusual because,
after punching, talking smack
seems to be a boxer’s best asset.
Trinidad and Hopkins have
deep disdain for one another. To
make the dynamics of their rela-
tionship public, the two chose to
exchange throat slitting gestures on
several occasions.
They aren’t the first professional
athletes to run their index fingers
across their throats in a show of
disrespect for their opponents, but
their timing reveals volumes about
their intelligence, or lack there of.
NBA players have used the ges-
ture in past and last year the throat-
slitting motion was banned by the
NFL, because it was inappropriate.
Who would have thought that
gesture pioneered by the obstructer
of justice himself, Ray Lewis, could
be inappropriate?
Anyway, in New York, a city
blind sighted by the right hook of
See GUINANE Page 10
Panthers climb in rankings
Eastern has two
days to prepare for
San Diego State
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
An undefeated Eastern Illinois
football team will now have two
days to prepare at home before
traveling west to face off with
Division I opponent San Diego
State.
After Eastern’s 44-33 win
Saturday over Ohio Valley
Conference rival Tennessee Tech,
the Panthers find themselves No. 6
in the nation, improving two posi-
tions on the USA Today/ ESPN
poll this week.
“I don’t put a lot of credence in
those things,” head coach Bob
Spoo said. “It’s being in the top 16
that concerns me, but it’s good to
continue to win. I think we’ve
played in a fashion to warrant that
high a ranking, but we’re not where
we need to be.”
Also jumping into the top 25 is
OVC rival Tennessee State in this
week at No. 22. The Tigers contin-
ue their 3-0 sweep after defeating
Southeast Missouri 20-14.
“You definitely look at it a little
bit, but we felt that Tennessee State
should come into the game with us
undefeated,” sophomore quarter-
back Tony Romo said. “It’s defi-
nitely going to be a big game, but
we don’t want to look past our
other opponents like San Diego
and Southeast Missouri.”
Although Tennessee State was
predicted to finish fifth in the
OVC following last year’s 2-5 per-
formance, Eastern is not surprised
to see them in the polls this week.
“I expected someone to move in
there,” Spoo said. “They’ve been
playing well.”
The Panthers will have to take
the field with San Diego State,
Southeast Missouri and Southern
Illinois before hosting Tennessee
Bill Ruthart/staff photographer
Senior defensive end Lee Fiocchi celebrates after sacking the Eastern Kentucky quarterback last weekend.
The Panthers moved up to No. 6 in the rankings in the latest Sports Network I-AA poll.
Eastern considers options for make-up game
See RANKINGS Page 10
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Despite the football team get-
ting off to an early 3-0 start,
Eastern’s athletic department is still
considering tacking on an 11th
game on the No. 6 ranked Panthers
schedule.
“I think it is still a possibility,”
said John Smith, Eastern’s assistant
athletic director for development. “I
think right now we have three
options, and I would say we are still
considering all three.”
The open date on Eastern’s
schedule is Nov. 24. The week was
originally scheduled as the first
week of the Division I-AA playoffs,
but was pushed back after games
were canceled in wake of the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks.
For Eastern, that meant the can-
celation of a road game at Illinois
State, which the two teams failed to
reschedule. That leaves athletic
director Rich McDuffie, head foot-
ball coach Bob Spoo and Smith
weighing their three options.
“Option No. 1 is to play a
Division I-A money game and try
to make some money for the athlet-
ic department and try to help cover
some costs for the football team,”
Smith said. “Option No. 2 would be
to schedule another I-AA oppo-
nent. The third option, of course,
would be not to do any thing.”
Playing a Division I-A team was
at the top of Eastern’s wish list two
weeks ago, when it was announced
the Panthers would have the oppor-
tunity to add another game.
“The I-A game is intriguing to
our athletic director as well as our
football staff,” Smith said. “But we
would want it to be worthwhile,
because it obviously doesn’t do us
any good to play someone where we
might lose some players.
“There are different types of I-A
teams. There are I-A teams that
just pound you and there are I-A
teams that are finesse teams. There
are I-A teams that play on grass and
I-A teams that play on turf. We’d
want a finesse-oriented I-A team
that plays on grass.”
McDuffie and Smith held talks
with several teams that would fit
into that category.
“We made a lot of calls two
weeks ago,” Smith said.
“Unfortunately it just didn’t work
out that well. Some of the teams we
were talking with found other
See OPTIONS Page 10
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